
Category: Residential Exterior Less Than $100K
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The existing rear porch suffered from a leaky roof and lack of maintenance, and had reached 
the end of its life span. Because the side yard of the lot was at a slight angle, the porch could 
not be increased in size significantly.



The clients have a prize pack of blueberry bushes in the yard near the home. Protecting the 
blueberries was a key factor in the design of the porch, as was creating partial privacy from the 
home next door.
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Before



Before
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The original porch had water damage, and the adjacent roof rafters 
were sagging. 



After
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The V-groove cedar was used on the interior finish of the walls, and the same composite 
decking was used on the porch floor as was used on the deck to create a seamless transition.  



After

A small deck connects the patio door to the new porch leading out to a paver patio. Window wells 
next to the porch provide lighting to the basement.
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After

Because of the offset in the room, a full cathedral ceiling was not structurally 
feasible. So ceiling joists were installed below a cathedral ceiling. The ceiling joist 
are 8 feet off the ground but the homeowner can see through them to the cathedral 
ceiling above. This is a relatively efficient way to frame the ceiling of a room such as 
this one. The ceiling joist provide a visual pattern and become part of the design and 
decor of the room.
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Taking precedent from 
awning windows in the 
living area of the house, 
windows in the porch are 
several feet above the 
ground. Looking out to the 
backyard, the windows 
come down nearly to the 
floor, taking advantage of 
the beautiful and private 
backyard. One window in 
particular looks out toward 
the clients’ prized blueberry 
patch.
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